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Report

During the three week’s stay the objectives of the mission have been achieved as detailed below.

Week 1 This week as mostly devoted to initiating the collaboration with Dr. Maria Richter on the

implementation of tSurff. After a brief confirmation of the essentials of the method, Dr.

Richter started to implement the method in a python code, where first surface output from

the tRecX code was input for the development.

In discussions with Dr. Palacios, a first orientation of the potential of tSurff for molecular

break-up was discussed. We realized that Dr. Majety in the applications group had already

initiated a pilot study in one dimension for developments as planned at UAM in 3d and

we agreed that results from the study will be communicated as they arise for use at UAM.

Further discussions on the topic where postponed to week 2, when Dr. Palacios collaborator

Dr. Feist would be available.

Dr. Gonzales gave a first introduction to the strong-field quantum chemistry approach

adopted at UAM. As a key message, the applicant learned that standard output of the

packages cannot be expected to provide the information needed in strong field applications.

Week 2 With Dr. Richter, difficulties of the tSurff implementation where discussed and, by the end

of the week, basic functionality was achieved.

In discussions with Dr. Palacios and Dr. Feist, the main advantages of tSurff for the

envisaged project at UAM where identified: for pulse durations such that any fragment

of the break up reaches the asymptotic (non-interacting) regions, substantial gains can be

expected. For shorter pulses, tSurff is only an alternative to ECS methods used at UAM for

the spectral analysis of the wave packet.

The applicant was introduced by Dr. Gonzales to the exploitation of GUGA symmetry

representation for the strong field purpose. The structural adaptations of the tRecX code

for the purpose was started.

Week 3 Discussions with Dr. Gonzales on core hole states: the applicant concludes that, again,

standard quantum chemistry at present does not provide the information on the required

quality level. The application of ECS techniques for the purpose was discussed.

With Dr. Palacios, the difficulties covering different rearrangement channels in a single cal-

culation where discussed. This problem is general and not tSurff-specific. Possible solutions



involving mixing different coordinated systems where designed and will be investigated in

the 1d project at LMU.

With Dr. Richter, implementation of tSurff for multi-channel ionization was discussed and

implementation details where laid out. This part of the project will be finalized only after

the end of the exchange visit.

Structural adaptation of tRecX for the new quantum chemistry interface were continued.


